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f, The present invention relates generally to kites. 
More particularly the invention relates to that 
type of kite which is shaped or des-igned to simu 
late a conventional single Wing variety airplane, 
consists of a longitudinally extending beam, an 
empennage in the form of horizontal and vertical 
fins, a pairA of complemental, oppositely extend 
ing wing sections on the front end of the beam, 
and a body or fuselage simulating strip along the 
beam, and is so constructed that the Wing sec 
tions and the vertical fin are detachable in order 
that the kite may be transported or stored in 
knock-down form and when in such form is ca 
pable of being retained in a small sized con 
tainer. 
One object of the invention is to provide a kite 

of this type which is an improvement upon, and 
has certain inherent advantages over, previously 
designed kites of the same general character _and 
is characterized by the fact that it is essentially 
simple in design and construction and possesses 
extremely desirable flying characteristics. 
Another object of the invention is to provide an 

airplane type kite of the last mentioned character 
in which each of the wing sections comprises in 
addition to a covering a single or one-piece U 
shaped frame forming wire and is connected to l» 
the front end .of the longitudinally extending 
beam by Way of a pair of brackets to which the 
ends of the Wire are removably attached. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a 

kite of the type and character last mentioned 
in which the coverings of the wing sections are 
in the form of elongated envelopes which have 
open inner ends, are adapted to be mounted in 
place by sliding them inwards around the U 
shaped frame forming wires, and provide spaced 
apart upper and lower surfaces for the wing sec 
tions. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

an airplane -type kite of the type and character 
under consideration in which the inner open endsr 
of the envelopesvconstituting the coverings for 
the wing sections are provided with simple an‘d 
novel means for securing them together adjacent 
the front end of the longitudinally extending 
beam. 
>A fur-ther object of the invention is to provide 

a kite of the aforementioned type in which the 
horizontal iin of the empennage and the body or 
fuselage simulating strip are formed of a single 
`piece of comparatively stiiï cardboard vand are ¿ 
bonded or adhesively connected to the bottom 
face of the longitudinally extending beam. 

.f `_A still further object of the invention is to pro 
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' vide an airplane type kite which ls generally of 
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new and improved construction and by reason 
of its specilic design is capable of being produced 
at a comparatively low cost. 
Other objects of the inven-tion and the various 

advantages and characteristics of the present air 
plane type kite will be apparent from a considera 
tion of the following detailed description. 
The invention consists in the several novel fea- _ 

tures which are hereinafter set forth and are more 
particularly defined by claims at the conclusion 
hereof. 
In the drawing which accompanies andforms a 

part of this specification or disclosurev and in 
which like numerals of reference denote corre 
sponding parts throughout the several views: 

Figure 1 is a perspective of an airplane type 
kite embodying the invention, certain parts being 
broken away for purposes of illustration; 

Figure 2 is an enlarged fragmentary plan view 
of the front end of the kite, illustrating in detail 
the manner in which the ends of the U-shaped ' 
frame forming wires of the wing sections are 
detachably connected to the front end of the lon 
gitudinally extending beam, and also the man 
ner in which the inner open ends of the envelopes 
constituting the coverings for the wing sections’ 
are connected together; 
Figure 3 is a vertical transverse section through 

one of the Wing sections; 
Figure 4 is an enlarged side view of one ofthe 

brackets 'whereby the wing sections are detach 
ably connected to the front end of the longitudi- 
nally extending beam; and 
Figure 5 is an enlarged vertical transverse sec 

tion taken on the line 5-5 of Figure 1. 
The airplane type kite which is shown in the 

drawing constitutes the preferred form or ern 
bodiment of the invention. It is adapted to be 
ñown in the same manner as any conventional 
kite and, as shown in the drawing, is shaped or 
designed to simulate a monoplane, i. e., a conven 
tional single wing variety airplane. As its prin- f 
cipal components or parts the kite comprises a` 
longitudinally extending beam 6, an empennage 
or tail structure 1, a pair of wing sections 8, and 
a body or fuselage simulating strip 9. ' 
The beam 6 is preferably formed of wood. It I 

constitutes the main supporting or reenforcing ' 
instrumentality of the kite and is square in cross 
section. 
The empennage 1 serves as the tail of the kite 

and consists of a horizontally extending iin i0... 
Both are’ and a vertically extending vfin Il. 

>formed of comparatively stiff cardboard.v The 
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horizontal ñn I0 is iiat and simulates in general 
outline or contour the horizontal fm or stabilizer 
and the elevators of the empennage of a conven 
tional airplane. The central portion of the hori 
zontal ñn I0 underlies the rear end of the longi 
tudinally extending beam B and is adhesively con 
nected, cemented or otherwise suitably bonded 
to the bottom face of the beam. The vertical ñn 
II overlies the horizontal 1in" I0 and is shaped 
to simulate the vertical stabilizer or fm and the 
rudder of the empennage of aconventional air- _ l *Y 
plane. It is centrally positioned with respect to 
the horizontal fin and extends upwards from, j- ~ 
and is suitably connected to, the rear end of the Y Y 
longitudinally extending beam 6.» »Preferably the; 
vertical ñn II is connected to the beam'by- hav- v 
ing the bottom Vmargin thereof confined and ; 
ñtting within a vertical longitudinally extending 
slit I2 in the rear endÀ of the beam. This ar  ' 
rangement makes it possible to detach the vertical 
fm from thevbeam in connection with transporta-V 
tion'or storing of -the kite as> a whole. It is con-V 
templated that thekite will be merchandised in 
knock-down form and assembled for use. If, inY 

Íconnectionwith assembly, it is desired perma 
nently to'secure the vertical ñn II in place Yit is 
only necessary to cement or adhesively connect 
the bottom margin of Vsuch iin to the facesof theA 
beam'that define the slit` I2i. As an alternative, 
brads (not shown) :may be driven transversely 
through the slitted ̀ rear end of the beam 6 and 
positioned so as to pass through the confined 
lower margin of the ñn. 1 ,- ‘ „ 

Thewing sections 8 are located at the 'front end 
of, andV project outwardsin opposite directions 
from, the front end of- the longitudinally extend 
ing beam 6 and are? complemental. They serve 
as the main supportingV surfaces for the kite and,4 
as hereinafter described,V are detachably` con 
nected to said frontend ofthe beam 6. Each 
wing consistsv of. a single -‘ or one-piece U-shape'd` 
frame forming vwire I3 and vacover formingen 
Vvelope I4. lil/’hen the wing sections 8 are Yin at 
tachedfor connected relation with the beam the 
ends of thewires I3 are disposed adjacent the 
front end ofthe beam.; `The front legs‘of‘the 
wires formfthe'front spars of the wing sectionsA 
and the rear legs of the' 'Wires form the rear 
spars. V’I‘hecurved or rounded intermediate por 
tions of the wires constitute the tip portions of 
the, frames ofV the wingv sections.l The ends of 
the wiresv I3 -iitislidablyßwithin'the ends of a 

'pair of tubes I5.' 'The latterioverlie .andY extend ̀ 
transversely of the front 'end of the'beam 6.»v 
They arespaced horizontally ‘apart andi have the 
central portionsv .thereof «connected toithe upper 
central portions 'of'.aV pairvof sleeve-like brackets 
I6. Asbestshownsin Figures 4;andf5,»the'brack` 
ets,> le adem-.iY around andv grip' fricuonauy the 
front end of thebeam 6. » It is contemplated that _» 
in connection with fabricationV of the kite the 

. 'brackets I6 will'be> slid’linto place on the front 
end of the beam 6..> .Y It' desired the tubes I5 ‘rnay‘v 
be formed integrally withthe sleeve-like brackets » 
I6V as shown .in Figure ifi.;` Y'The 'endsï of Vthe vU' 
shaped wiresIS, as heretofore pointed out, iit 

‘ slidably withintheîends ofthe tubes I5'and hence> 
permit Vthe wing sections 8V to be removed or de 

j tached»V simply by shifting-»themroutwards with 
respect tothe beamV S. The wires I 3 arie'bent up 
wards adjacent the ends thereof in order that. the 
wi-n‘g’sections'ß vwh'e'nîin place have the desired or 

.» properY dihedral;V Preferably ìthe rear legs of 
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“and lower sheets are pasted together. 
Tend margins of the sheets are not, however, pasted 

4 
sweepback. The ends of the front legs of the 
wires are, however, arranged in parallel relation 
with the ends of the rear legs of the wires I3 in 
order that all ends may be readily inserted into, 
and withdrawn from, the ends of the tubes I5. 
The envelopes I4 constituting the coverings of 
the wing sections 8 are shaped conformably to 
the frames I3.> ’I_‘hey are formed o_f imporous or 
`ñuidf impervious paper and `consist ' of upper 
sheets I‘I and lower sheets I 8`. 'I'he rear, outer 
end, and front marginal portions of the upper 

The inner 

together and hence permit the envelopes to be slid 
inwards into surrounding or assembled relation 
with the U-shaped wires I3 in connection with 
assembly of the wing sections. By providing the 
frontlegs. of the wires I3 with a rear sweepback 

` sliding of the envelopes I4 into place is facilitated. 
The length of the envelopes I4 is such that when 
the envelopes are in place'the open inner'ends 
terminate adjacent theVv ends of Vthe frame form-J 
ing wires I3. VIn connection with mounting or at# 
tachment of the wing sections thefends vof the 
wires I3 Vare'?fìrst- insertedlintov the ends of the 
tubes I5. Thereafter Vthe envelopes I I4 are 'slidf 
inwards'so that the -open inner ends vthereof sur-` 
round’the ends of the tubes I5. In order to con# 
nect together the wingsections after assemblyf 

. thereof with respect to the tubes I5 the inner end" f 
marginrof the upper sheet I'I lof >one of the ena 
velopes is providedwith a`flap I9. ` This ñap'is 
adapted to'overlap the inner end marginal portion’ 
of the upper sheetof theß‘other envelope and ern-ï 

. g bodies on its under surface a coating of pressure 

50 

Y tcm face of the beam'ß? 
theside vportions ofthe stripjv 91 project outwardsf 

Y 5 Wìth'lthêïrêskllt thaï. 
an’additiona-l supporting îsure'v i 

e `As ‘shown in the drawing,l the f. 
strip 3 is ñat and has a rounded front end which: 
terminatesY inwards fof the front' endextremity Y 

65 

the U -shapedwireslß extendrat true right angles' ' 
to: the beamß 'and the front-legshavea rearwardE 

sensitive variety or other adhesive whereby it 
may be secured-in place. YThe upper andîlower'Y 
sheets I'I and' I 8 of the covering forming envelopes 
form respectively the upper andV .lower surfaces. 
of the wing sections; 
as well> as the lower ysheets and'spacing the sheets 
apart by the U-shaped'frame: forming wires I32 
the wingV sections have'exceptionallyppronounced 
high liftl characteristics'and thus permit thekite‘ 
in connection with flightY thereof to‘attain come` 
paratively high altitudes. When it isdesired to 
remove'the wing sections 8 in connection with 
storage of the kiteV the flap I9 is removed 01‘ re' 
leased. Thereafter". the Atwo wing sections are 
shifted outwards so as to' slide the ends of the" 
wiresy I3 out of thev ends ofthe tubes I5'on the. 
sleeve-like brackets I6. " ‘ ' 

The body or'fuselage simulating Vstrip 9 under-l.; 
lies and extendslengthwise’of Íthegfront end and 
the central portionlof theîbe'arn 3. It is formed of', 
comparatively stiff ycardboard 'and preferably has'T 
the` rearjend. thereof 'formed' _integrally with the'j" 
front v-end of> the horizontal'iin 'I0' of the tail"` 

The central ormedial' structure or empennage 'l'. ì 
portion ofthev strip Bis'cein_entefd,V adhesively conf 
nected or otherwise ñ'xedly secured >to the botá'` 

:'¿As shown in Figure 1~ 

offthe sides of ¿the beam 
the stripfserves as> 
face'fór the kite; 

of the beam 6. ~ ' ‘ 

VIn nymg 'the kites-telly string 2o and amainï- Y 
string 2I are? employed. ¿Onejïend- of'y the belly; 
string is connectedV to the front> end of Vthefbea'm » 
6~and the-other end is connected to thejrear end 
of the strip 9. Theikite‘f'end 4ci’ the-main string» , 

By having theY upper sheets'l 
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and is so positioned with respect to the belly 
string that the kite when subjected to forward 
propulsion into the wind will fly upwards. 
The herein described airplane type kite, due to 

its design and construction, is efficient and pos 
sesses highly desirable flying characteristics. It 
is capable of being produced at a comparatively 
low cosi; and may be assembled and dismantled 
with facility. 
The invention is not to be understood as re 

stricted to the details set forth since these may 
be modified Within the scope of the appended 
claims without departing from the spirit and 
scope of the invention, 
Having thus described the invention what we 

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent is: 

1. As a new article of manufacture, an airplane 
type kite comprising a longitudinally extending 
beam provided at its rear end with a fin variety 
tail structure, a pair of oomplemental wing sec 
tions projecting outwards in opposite directions 
from the front end of the beam and each em 
bodying an elongated one-piece U-shaped frame 
forming wire arranged so that the curved part 
thereof is outermost, tapered outwards in the 
direction of said curved part, and having the 
ends thereof connected to said front end of the 

and an elongated covering-forming en~ 
velope shaped conformably to, and extending 
over, the wire, consisting of one-piece upper and 
lower sheets of imporous paper with the front, 
outer end, and rear margins thereof pasted to 
gether, and having the inner end thereof open 
in order that it may be slid onto and off of said 
wire, and releasable means for securing the 
inner ends of the envelopes in place adjacent 
seid front end of the beam. 

2. As a new article of manufacture, an air 
plane type kite comprising a longitudinally ex 
tending beam provided at its rear end with a ñn 
variety tail structure, a pair of complemental 
wing sections projecting outwards in opposite 
directions from the front end of the beam and 
each embodying an elongated one-piece U-shaped 
frame-forming wire arranged so that the curved 
part thereof is outermost and having the rear 
leg thereof extending at right angles to the beam 
and its front leg inclined rearwards so that it is 
outwardly tapered, and having the inner ends 
of said rear and front legs connected to said front 
end of the beam, and an elongated covering 
forming envelope shaped conformably to, and 
extending over, the wire, consisting of one 
piece upper and lower sheets of thin, imporous, 
ñexible material with the front, outer end and 
rear margins thereof bonded together, and having 
the inner end thereof open in order that it may 
be slid onto and oif of said wire and releasable 
means for securing the inner ends of the en« 
velopes in place adjacent the front end of the 
beam. ` 

3. As a new article of manufacture, an air 
plane type kite `comprising a longitudinally ex 
tending beam provided at its rear end with a fin 
variety tail structure, a pair of complemental 
wing sections projecting outwards in opposite 
directions from the front end of the beam and 
each embodying an elongated U-shaped frame 
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arranged so that the curved part thereof is outer 
most and having the ends thereof connected to 
said front end of the beam, and an elongated 
covering-forming envelope shaped conformably 
to, and extending over, the frame and having the 
inner end thereof open in order that it may be 
slid onto and off of said frame, and releasable 
means for securing together the inner open ends 
of the envelopes, consisting of a ñap connected 
to the inner open end of one of the wing sections, 
adapted to lap the inner open end of the other 
wing section, and provided with an instrumen 
tality for attaching it to the last mentioned end. 

4. As a new article of manufacture, an airplane 
type kite comprising a longitudinally extending 
beam provided at its rear end with a fin variety 
tail structure, a pair of complemental wing sec 
tions projecting outwards in opposite directions 
from the front end of the beam and each ern 
bodying an elongated UMshaped frame arranged 
so that the curved part thereof is outermost and 
having the ends thereof connected to said front 
end of the beam, and an elongated covering 
forming envelope shaped conformably to and 
extending over, the frame and having the inner 
end thereof open in order that it may be slid 
onto and off of said frame, and releasable means 
for securing together the inner open ends of the 
envelopes, consisting of a flap connected to the 
inner open end of one of the wing sections, 
adapted to lap the inner open end of the other 
wing section, and provided with an adhesive 
coating for bonding it to the last mentioned end. 

5. As a new article of manufacture, an air 
plane type kite comprising a longitudinally ex 
tending beam of rectangular >cross section, a tail 
structure mounted on the rear end of the beam 
and including a thin, ñat, comparatively stiff 
horizontal fin having the central portion thereof 
underlying and connected to the bottom face 
of said beam, a pair of complemental wing see 
tions connected to, and projecting outwards in 
opposite directions from, the upper portions of 
the front end of the beam, and a thin, flat, com 
paratively stiff body or fuselage simulating strip 
connected to, and underlying, the front end and 
central portion of the beam and having its rear 
end formed integrally with the front end of the 
horizontal ñn and its front porton underlying 
and extending downwardly of the inner ends 
of the wing sections. 

ALPHONSE J. TOMCZYK. 
MELVIN C. SPREITZER. 
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